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Summary 

This document describes the estimation of the annual energy savings achieved from the replacement 
of 20,000 refrigerators in New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) public housing with new, highly 
energy-efficient models in 1997. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) pays 
NYCHA’s electricity bills, and agreed to reimburse NYCHA for the cost of the refrigerator installations. 
Energy savings over the lifetime of the refrigerators accrue to HUD. Savings were demonstrated by a 
metering project and are the subject of the analysis reported here. 

The New York Power Authority ( M A )  identified the refrigerator with the lowest life-cycle cost, 
including energy consumption over its expected lifetime, through a request for proposals (REP) issued to 
manufacturers for a bulk purchase of 20,000 units in 1997. The procurement was won by Maytag with a 
15-ft3 top-freezer automatic-defrost refrigerator rated at 437 kilowatt-hours/year (kWyr).  

NYCHA then contracted with NYPA to purchase, finance, and install the new refrigerators, and 
demanufacture and recycle materials from the replaced units. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
helped develop and plan the project through the ENERGY STAR@ Partnerships program conducted by its 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). PNNL designed the metering protocol and occupant 
survey used in 1997, supplied and calibrated the metering equipment, and managed and analyzed the data 
collected by NYPA. 

This project laid the ground work for a larger effort sponsored by the Consortium for Energy 
Efficiency (CEE) and U.S. Departments of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and Energy (DOE) 
to enable housing authorities throughout the United States to bulk purchase energy-efficient appliances. 
The 1997 NYPA contract with Maytag allowed other public housing agencies to purchase the same 
energy-efficient refrigerator. DOE and HUD expect this program to serve as a model for many similar 
program; a number of these programs are active or in the planning stages. 

The objective of the 1997 metering study was to achieve a general understanding of savings as a 
function of refrigerator label ratings, occupant effects, indoor and compartment temperatures, and 
characteristics (such as size, defrost features, and vintage). This general understanding was needed so 
that the results could be extrapolated to the future years and other projects. A durable six-sensor metering 
protocol was implemented to collect detailed time-series data on ambient and compartment temperatures, 
compartment door-opening activities, and power usage. Metering and demographic data were collected 
and analyzed from 120 NYCHA apartments. 

The data collected in 1997 was used to construct models of refrigerator energy consumption as a 
function of key refrigerator and occupant characteristics. These models were then applied to the 
population of refrigerators removed and installed in NYCHA housing in 1997. They are also intended for 
use by the NYPA/NYCHA project in 1998 and beyond, and at other projects in other cities. The 
construction of these models is the subject of a companion to this report Estimates of Refrigerator Loads 
in Public Housing Based on Metered Consumption Data. It describes the monitoring protocol, data 
analysis methods, and model development process in greater detail. 
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Key results of the savings analysis for the NWNNYCHA project are summarized below. 

The new Maytug refrigerators generated savings of 543 kWh per year and reduced power 
requirements atpeak demand by 0.068 kW. 

0 NYPA records show 20,000 Maytag refigerators were delivered to N Y C H A  housing developments 
in 1997. Planergy shows 14,710 old refrigerators were recycled. 

0 The new refrigerators are signijkantly hrgm than the average replaced units (I5.OH compared to 
12.7 ft"). This provides considerable added amenity for the residents. It should be noted that savings 
would be even higher if the new refrigerators, were the same size as the existing units. Energy 
consumption is not strictly linearly proportional to refrigerator size, but a simple estimate of the effect 
can be based on the ratio of their volumes. Zjfthe existing refigerators had been as large as the new 
refrigerators there would have been an additional energy savings of I74  kWh/yr per refigerator. 

0 The apartments are very warm on average, even in winter. This is because the apartments do not 
have individual heating thermostats, and the superintendents are required to meet temperature 
requirements in the coldest apartments. The average indoor air temperature was about 77°F during 
winter months; summer temperatures rose to an average of 85.5"F in July. The savings estimates 
were based on an average annual indoor temperature of 79.3 OF. 

Because heating is not individually con&ollcd in each apartment (and supplied by relatively 
inexpensive fuel), and because air conditioning is not provided; heating and cooling interactions 
were not factored into savings estimates. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The New York Power Authority (NYPA), the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), and the 
U.S. Departments of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and Energy (DOE) joined together in 1996 
on a project to replace refrigerators in New York City public housing with new, highly energy-efficient 
models. This project laid the ground work for a larger effort sponsored by the Consortium for Energy 
Efficiency (CEE) and DOE to enable housing authorities throughout the United States to bulk purchase 
energy-efficient appliances (Wisniewski and Pratt 1997). This document describes the analysis of the 
annual energy savings achieved from the replacement of 20,000 refrigerators in the second year of the 
program, 1997. 

The roles of the various agencies involved and their contractors are summarized here. 

NYCHA arranged to be reimbursed for program expenses by HUD, who pays NYCHA’s electricity 
bills. HUD’s energy payments are reduced by the energy savings generated by the project. So, 
savings beyond program expenses accrue to HUD. NYCHA also arranged and coordinated access to 
the apartments for the refrigerator installations. 

NYPA identified the refrigerator with the lowest life-cycle cost, including energy consumption over 
its expected lifetime, through a request for proposals (RFP) issued to manufacturers for a bulk 
purchase of 20,000 units in 1997. The refrigerator was required to be at least 20% more efficient than 
the current DOE standard (633 kWh/yr). General Electric won this competitive procurement in 1996 
with a refrigerator rated at 499 k W y r .  In 1997, the procurement was won by Maytag with a 15-ft3 
top-freezer automatic-defrost refrigerator rated at 437 kilowatt-houdyear (kWh/yr). NYCHA then 
signed a contract for NYPA to purchase, finance, and install the new refrigerators, and demanufacture 
and recycle materials from the replaced units. NYPA managed the installation and demanufacturing 
(recycling) efforts through its contractor, Planergy. 

HUD agreed that savings would be demonstrated by a metering effort, because accurate savings 
estimates could not be expected from the weather-adjusted billing analysis technique normally 
prescribed by HUD. Evaluating these savings for 1997 is the subject of this report. 

NYPA funded and managed the metering effort upon which these savings estimates are based through 
a subcontract to Planergy. The primary metering effort was completed in 1997. 

DOE helped develop and plan the project through the ENERGY STARB Partnerships program 
conducted by its Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). PNNL was subsequently asked to 
conduct the savings evaluations for 1996 (Pratt and Miller 1997) and 1997. PNNL designed the . 
metering protocol and occupant survey used in 1997, supplied and calibrated the metering equipment, 
and managed and analyzed the data. The data from 1997 was used to construct models of refrigerator 
energy consumption as a function of key refrigerator and occupant characteristics. These models 
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were the basis for estimating savings in 1997’ and are intended for use in 1998 and beyond. Their 
construction is the subject of a companion to this report (Miller and Pratt 1998). 

Each party in the program gains substantial hralue. NYCHA receives new refrigerators on an 
accelerated schedule while avoiding the operational expense of their purchase and installation. NYCHA 
is then able to use the money normally spent replacing refrigerators on other building improvements. 
Residents of public housing receive a new refrigerator, typically larger than their current refrigerator and 
with the amenity of automatic defrost, which moist of the replaced refrigerators did not have. NYPA 
receives goodwill and a long-term relationship with its third largest customer, NYCHA. 

DOE and HUD expect this program to serve as a model for many similar programs to be undertaken 
in the near future. HUD and U.S. taxpayers win because they receive energy cost savings in excess of the 
program cost over the lifetime of the replacemenic refrigerators. DOE spurs the voluntary development of 
new, efficient refrigerator designs by generating mass purchases of the most life-cycle cost-effective 
models U.S. manufacturers can produce. Finally, U.S. industry wins because of the extra sales promoted 
by the accelerated replacement of old refrigerators with new, efficient models. 

The NYPA/NYCHA project is key to achieving these results in that it establishes both a precedent for 
operating such a program and a protocol for evaliiating the savings achieved in a manner that is 
transparent and fair to all parties. The 1997 NYFA contract with Maytag allowed other public housing 
agencies to purchase the same energy-efficient refrigerator. A number of similar programs are active or 
in the planning stages around the United States. 

The remainder of this report is broken into four sections. Section 2 discusses the data collection 
efforts, data sources used, analysis procedures, arid results. Section 3 highlights the conclusions drawn 
from the analysis. Appendix A lists data on the rcfrigerator models identified by Planergy. Appendix B 
provides occupant data for the housing developments included in the refrigerator replacement program. 

A companion report Estimates of Refrigerator Loads in Public Housing Based on Metered 
Consumption Data (Miller and Pratt 1998) describes the monitoring protocol, data analysis methods, and 
model development process in greater detail. 
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2.0 Savings Estimates 

Our estimate of the program savings involved the integration of several data sources: 

0 NYPA records of the number of new refrigerators delivered and installed 

0 the quantities of each model of existing refrigerators removed from NYCHA developments and 
demanufactured, as recorded by Planergy 

0 computer models of refrigerator performance, constructed by PNNL, from detailed 15-minute time- 
series metering of power, door-opening activity, and ambient and compartment temperatures for a 
variety of new and existing refrigerators in NYCHA apartments (conducted in 1997) 

0 a database of refrigerator characteristics reported by refrigerator manufacturers to the American 
Home Appliance Manufacturer’s Association (AHAM 1995), including model numbers, DOE-label 
rating test results, rated volumes, defrost features, and year of production 

0 a relationship between average weekly apartment temperatures and outdoor temperatures for NYCHA 
apartments, developed by PNNL based on the data collected in New York in 1996 and 1997 

0 long-term-average monthly outdoor temperatures for New York City from National Weather Service 
data posted on the Internet 

time-of-use electrical load shapes for 10 NYCHA housing developments during summer and winter 
months provided by NYF’A 

0 numbers of occupants in four age categories for each of the housing developments involved in the 
1997 installations from NYCHA. 

The following subsections describe these different types of data and how they were used to estimate 
the savings for the project in 1997. 

2.1 Refrigerator Replacement 

Figure 2.1 shows a typical NYCHA housing development. These are high-rise apartments with non- 
electric central heating systems. Heat is supplied by radiators in each apartment connected to vertical 
risers. Heating supply temperatures are controlled by superintendents to maintain minimum temperatures 
in the coldest apartment. The apartments do not have individual thermostats. The primary means 
apartment dwellers have for controlling their apartments’ indoor temperature is to open or close the 
windows. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, a small fraction of apartment occupants have installed their own 
window air conditioners. 
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Figure 2.1. Typical New York City Housing Authority Development 

Figure 2.2 shows new Maytag refrigerators being unloaded. About 100 refrigerators were installed 
on a typical working day. The new refrigerators were placed on the sidewalk until the installation crew 
could gain access to each apartment and remove the existing refrigerator, as shown in Figure 2.3. For 
apartments where the residents were not home or refused access, or where the apartments were vacant 
because they were being remodeled, new refrigerators were placed in storage at the development for 
installation by the year’s end. Also approximately 1 % of the new refrigerators were placed in storage as 
spares for failures occurring after the warranty period has expired. Some apartments did not have room 
for the larger (15-ft3) refrigerators. These apartments were skipped in 1996 and 1997. An efficient 12-ft3 
model will be supplied beginning in 1998. 

2.2 Refrigerators Demanufactured 

The removed refrigerators were loaded onto Flanergy’s recycling truck and taken to Planergy’s 
recycling center in Syracuse, New York. Some of the removed refrigerators that were in good condition 
were picked up by other developments not scheduled to receive the new refrigerators in 1997, and they 
also dropped off older spares to be recycled. In some developments up to 20% of the removed 
refrigerators were kept as spares. The removed refrigerators that were taken to Planergy’s recycling 
center were dismantled so their parts could be recycled. Their refrigerant was removed and recycled 
(Figures 2.4 and 2.5), and the compressor oil was removed and incinerated because it contains some 
refrigerant in it. The cabinets, tubing, and wiring were dismantled and the steel and copper were 
recycled. Sales of recycled materials offset a part of the installation and recycling costs. 
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Figure 2.2. Unloading New Refrigerators 

Figure 2.3. New Refrigerators Outside Development Waiting for Installation 
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Figure 2.4. Removing Refrigerant from Existing Refrigerators 

Figure 2.5. Draining Olil from Existing Refrigerators 
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The number of refrigerators replaced is based on NYPA's records of the number of new refrigerators 
installed, and the refrigerator models (and hence labels and sizes) replaced are based on Planergy's records of 
the model number of each existing refrigerator demanufactured. NYPA records show 20,000 Maytag 
refrigerators were purchased and delivered to NYCHA housing developments in 1997. 

Planergy's records show 14,710 refrigerators were demanufactured in 1997. These are listed by 
model number in Appendix A. This difference between the number of refrigerators delivered and the 
number recycled is similar to that in 1996 (Pratt and Miller 1997). It is explained by three effects: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1 % of the new refrigerators were intentionally stored at the housing developments as spares in 
1997.'") 

Some residents refused to accept a new refrigerator because they owned their own. In other cases the 
apartments were in the process of being renovated or remodeled to comply with access requirements 
for the handicapped, or the resident was not home to accept the refrigerator. In these cases, a new 
refrigerator was placed in storage at the housing development until it could be installed at a later date, 
but an existing refrigerator was not removed and delivered to Planergy for demanufacturing. 

Housing developments whose refrigerators were not scheduled for replacement until future years 
were salvaging some of the existing units in better condition to replace some of their older; spare 
refrigerators. These other housing developments typically brought fewer old spares than the number 
of refrigerators they salvaged. Again, the difference in the number of old spare refrigerators returned 
and the existing refrigerators salvaged reduced the number delivered to Planergy for 
demanufacturing. 

Thus, 5,290 existing refrigerators were not demanufactured, and therefore were not counted by Planergy. 
Since revenues from recycled materials, especially refrigerant, are used to displace the costs of the 
project, it is certainly preferable that these all be recycled. 

In 1996, NYCHA reported that over 25% of the stored refrigerators were installed in apartments in 
the first month after NYPA deliveries were completed. This lends confidence to the assumption that 
essentially all the delivered refrigerators will be installed in apartments (and providing savings) within a 
few months. 

Of course, no model numbers and label ratings could be determined for the 5,290 existing 
refrigerators that were not demanufactured. We assume that the 20,000 existing refrigerators that were 
replaced in service by the new Maytags delivered in 1997 were reasonably represented by the 14,710 
refrigerators that were demanufactured. In the savings estimate, we simply compute the average per-unit 
savings from replacing the 14,710 and assume it applies to the whole population of 20,000. 

(a) Spares are provided for use while any warranty repairs are being made. Then they are transferred for 
installation in another NYCHA development. So, they end up saving energy by replacing existing 
refrigerators, but these existing refrigerators are not recycled by Planergy. 
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Complicating this assumption is the fact that the spare refrigerators brought to the installation sites 
from housing developments were generally exchimged for newer refrigerators which tend to have lower 
consumption label ratings. So, the demanufactured sample contains a few additional very old, 12-ft3 
manual defrost refrigerators. However, the refrigerator consumption model constructed using metered 
data from NYCHA apartments in 1997 shows significantly increased loads in the automatic refrigerators, 
associated with door openings, compared to the manual defrost refrigerators (Miller and Pratt 1998). This 
is in addition to the approximate 7% increase due to the defrost cycle itself. This increased consumption 
was attributed to: 

1. the action of the fan, which blows cold air out of the refrigerator compartment when the door is open 
in automatic defrost refrigerators. 

2. larger refrigerator size-the manual defrost refrigerators typically were small 12-ft3 models (12.7 ft3 
on average) and the automatic refrigerators tjrpically were 14-ft3 models (13.8 ft3 on average). So, the 
effect of larger refrigerator size is implicitly included in the models of consumption by the factor 
accounting for automatic defrost. 

So, the somewhat exaggerated count of older manual defrost refrigerators is mitigated by these 
counteracting effects. A test of the effect of the salvaging was conducted, based on two days of careful 
monitoring of the exchanges for the salvaged refrigerators (out of 185 days of installations). It showed 
that this process may have increased estimated prlaject savings by about 10%. 

However, basing the savings estimate on the tlernanufactured sample is deemed appropriate. First, 
given the aging refrigerators in NYCHA developments, the likelihood that the spares will be used is 
high.’“’ Therefore, the old spares being replaced are actually taken out of service by the installation of the 
new Maytags, not the salvaged refrigerators. The salvaged existing refrigerators’should eventually get 
replaced, and counted in Planergy’s demanufactuiing process, in upcoming years of the project when new 
refrigerators are installed in those housing developments. To account for their replacement now, instead 
of the old spares exchanged, would be to double count them in the long run and not count the old spares 
exchanged at all. 

The net effect of the refrigerator replacement program in 1996 and 1997 was to increase the number 
of refrigerators in NCYHA developments by about 9,000, less some unknown number of old refrigerators 
that have been disposed of by other means. Evenlually, as installations begin to occur in the remaining 
housing developments, less and less salvaging of existing refrigerators should be needed, and the 
accumulated spares should begin to show up at Phergy for demanufacturing. 

(a) However, Planergy reports that, occasionally, a refrigerator being demanufactured has already had its 
refrigerant removed. 
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While it would be preferable from an accounting standpoint to either not allow salvages at all or to 
require a one-for-one salvage exchange, NYCHA’s contract allows up to a 30% salvage rate. It must be 
recognized that the salvage exchange does serve to increase the efficiency and quality of NYCHA’s 
overall population of refrigerators faster than the project could otherwise support. 

2.3 Models of Annual Refrigerator Consumption 

PNNL produced models of refrigerator consumption based on 15-minute time-series data collected in 
1997 on power consumption, kitchen temperature, and fresh food and freezer compartment temperatures, 
and door openings (Miller and Pratt 1998). These models are described here. 

2.3.1 Construction of the Refrigerator Consumption Models 

These data were collected by Planergy for a period of a week for a sample of 104 existing and 17 new 
Maytag refrigerators in NYCHA apartments during the period from January through September. PNNL 
designed the metering protocol and occupant survey, supplied and calibrated the metering equipment, and 
managed and analyzed the data. 

No formal sampling scheme was established for the collection of this data. Practical problems with 
recruiting occupants and metering their refrigerators made it impossible to meter a randomly selected sample. 
Instead, residents were recruited for metering on an informal basis by knocking on doors or talking to 
residents, resident association leaders, or superintendents. Apartments were selected for metering from 
various floors in the buildings because ambient temperatures may be higher on the upper floors. Some self- 
selection bias is undoubtedly present in the sample, as it is in all such metering projects. Occupants willing to 
allow access tended to be home during the day (when recruited), and cooperative with Planergy’s metering 
personnel. Their availability and willingness to have their refrigerator metered may reflect other subtle 
differences between them and the average NYCHA resident. How and whether these differences manifest 
themselves in refrigerator usage is unknown. Although the sample was not random in a formal statistical 
sense, it was felt that a reasonably representative sample of the occupants’ refrigerator usage was achieved. 

Model numbers were obtained for each metered refrigerator; using these model numbers the DOE- 
label rating, defrost type, volume, and age could be found in the AHAM database (AHAM 1995). Other 
data were also collected for each household and refrigerator: the number and ages of the occupants, the 
amount of food in the compartments, the amount of ice accumulation in the freezer, and “snapshots” 
using a hand-held radiometer of the compartment and kitchen temperatures at the beginning and end of 
the data collection period. 

These data were then used to construct models of refrigerator consumption as a function of key 
driving variables found through statistical analysis using linear regressions. The time-series data also 
served to quantify peak load impacts. The objective of the model construction was to achieve a general 
understanding of refrigerator consumption so that savings could be estimated in the future using little or 
no additional metered data after 1997. Use of these models, even for the 1997 savings analysis, is 
necessary to account for two primary effects not directly represented in the raw data: 
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Ambient indoor air temperatures during the ,week-long metering periods do not generally represent 
annual average conditions. It is important to account for this in estimates of annual savings because 
refrigerator energy consumption is largely pi*oportional to the temperature difference between the 
compartments and the ambient temperatures, 

0 Many more models of existing refrigerators were replaced than could be metered, and the efficiency 
of the existing refrigerators, indicated by their DOE-label ratings, varies widely (by more than a 
factor of two). 

Before constructing the models, the raw data were adjusted to reflect the annual average surface-area- 
weighted temperature differences between the cclmpartments and the kitchens estimated for NYCHA 
apartments (based on the data collected). Then, i;he data from each refrigerator were analyzed in a semi- 
automated procedure to split the consumption in1.o three primary components of total refrigerator 
consumption: 

1. Baseline: the energy consumed to keep the refrigerator cool assuming the door is closed, no warm 
food is added, and the defrost cycle does not run 

2. Occupant: the additional energy consumed to cool warm food or air entering the refrigerator when 
the doors are opened 

3. Defrost: the additional energy consumed by the refrigerator to perform and recover from automatic 
defrosting of ice buildup. 

A by-product of the process of splitting consumption into these three components is that malfunctioning 
refrigerators with very high duty-cycles were often clearly indicated. These were counted and treated 
separately, because the nature of the malfunctions identified caused the component spIitting process to 
fail. 

These results were then used to construct models of each of these components of refrigerator 
consumption as a function of the occupant and refrigerator characteristics, so that consumption can be 
estimated for refrigerator models not represented in the metered sample. 

2.3.2 Component Models of Refrigerator Loads 

The estimated total annual energy consumptilw of a refrigerator is modeled as the sum of its baseline, 
occupant, and defrost load components. 



The baseline load component was found to be a function of its label rating, the age of the refrigerator, 
and whether or not it was located in a development whose occupants were predominantly elderly. A 
development was classified as elderly if the ratio of the number of elders to the total number of occupants 
was greater than 0.25, the average number of occupants per apartment was less than 2.0. 

Ebasefine = f (Label rating, Refrigerator age, Elderly) (2.2) 

The baseline consumption was found to be highly correlated with the label rating, as expected because the 
label-rating test determines the refrigerator performance without opening the door and the defrost 
component is much smaller than the baseline component. The model captured evidence of si&icant 
refrigerator degradation as a function of its age. It also reflected less degradation in housing 
developments dominated by elderly occupants. The effect of volume was not captured, probably because 
of the correlation of volume with defrost type in the metered sample. The structure of the model of 
baseline energy consumption, including the temperature adjustment factor, is 

where L is the DOE-test label rating in kWh/yr, Nage is the age of the refrigerator in years, Celkly is a 
categorical variable with a value of one if the housing development is dominated by elderly occupants and 
zero otherwise, and AT,ajUst is a temperature adjustment. (The coefficients a1 through Q, and those for the 
other two models described subsequently, appear in Table 2.1 .) The temperature adjustment @Tadjust) is 
given by 

which is simply the ratio of the compartment"' to kitchen temperature differences for the target 
population and the standard temperatures used to create the models. For a typical temperature difference 
near 50"F, a 1°F increase in the temperature difference results in approximately a 2% increase in energy 
consumption. 

The relationship in Equation (2.4) is used in slightly different ways when creating and using the 
models to make estimates. In both cases, the numerator is the difference in the annual average 
compartment and kitchen temperatures for the apartments whose refrigerator consumption is being 
estimated. This temperature difference is a constant; it does not change from apartment to apartment. 
When developing the models from the raw data, the denominator was the metered temperature difference 
during the metering period; this temperature difference was different for each apartment metered. 

(a) See Section 2.4 for how average compartment temperatures are computed. 
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When using the models to make estimates, however, the denominator is the standard annual average 
temperature difference assumed when developing the models. So, when using the models to make 
estimates, the temperature adjustment factor is 1.0 if the compartment and kitchen temperatures in the 
population are the same as measured in NYCHA apartments in 1997. In other words, the models are 
already adjusted for temperatures observed in WKHA apartments and refrigerators. Temperature 
adjustments only need to be applied to other cities or types of apartment construction and operation where 
kitchen temperatures are different, or if the temperatures used here are deemed inappropriate at some 
point in the future. 

Model Coefficient Term Value 
a1 L 0.589 

The coefficients al through were determined from the regression analysis to have values as shown 
in Table 2.1. The t-statistics shown in Table 2.1 are the ratio of the value of the coefficient to the standard 
error of the estimate of the coefficient. The standard error is defined as the interval over which 95% of 
similar tests would produce an equivalent result, i.e., the 95% confidence interval of the estimate of the 
coefficient. This model explained 56% of the vcriance in the raw data (r2=0.56). 

t-statistic 
15.9 

Table 2.1. Summary of Model Coefficients 

0.0137 
-0.0844 Baseline I 4.1 ' 

NA 
a4 
a5 

L * Nage * Celderly -0.001 96 NA 
Intercept 169 5.7 
Cdefrost 
Ebaseline * c'defrost 

Cdehst * Ct:lderlv 

Occupant 

-222 -4.2 
0.750 7.5 

-66.7 NA 
87.7 NA 

The occupant load was found to be a function of the baseline load, the defrost type, and whether the 
housing development was dominated by elderly cccupants. The label rating was also si&icant if the 
baseline load was not used, but the baseline load was a superior predictor probably because it already 
includes the effect of degradation with age or malfunctions. 

Defrost 

The number of occupants did not enter in to Equation (2.5). It was felt that the data on the number 
and ages of the occupants in individual apartments may not have been accurate enough to show an effect 
in the model. It was found that the occupant load was highly correlated with the number and duration of 
the compartment door openings, but the number end ages of the occupants were not useful in predicting 
them. Door openings could have been included in the model and would explain variances in the metered 

a10 basel ine * Cdefrost * Celderly -0.296 NA 
a1 1 @baseline -k bccupant) * Cdefrost 0.0714 21.4 
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data. But, it could not be determined how they vary from one apartment or population to another, and it is 
unreasonable to require collection of such data by those wanting to use the models to make estimates for 
other populations. This is an area in which these models could, potentially, be improved. 

The structure of the occupant load (kWyr )  model is 

where Ckhst is another categorical variable that has a value of one if the refrigerator has automatic 
defrost, or zero if it has manual (or partial) defrost. For example, the last term in the occupant component 
model, Ebasefine Cdefrost Ce1derly, is zero for apartments with manual units or in apartments in buildings with 
primarily elderly occupants. The coefficients a5 through a10 of the occupant load model are shown in 
Table 2.1. Note that automatic defrost refrigerators are predicted to have significantly higher occupant 
loads than do manual refrigerators, although as noted earlier, this also incorporates the effect of the 
manual refrigerators being smaller than the automatic defrost refrigerators in the metered sample. This 
model explained 5 1 % of the variance in the raw data. 

The defrost load was found to be a function of the sum of the baseline and occupant loads. This was 
expected because the defrost cycles are triggered by the accumulated compressor run time since the last 
defrost cycle, and the run time is primarily proportional to the loads that trigger it (i.e., the compression 
cycle efficiency is basically constant over the range of operating conditions). The structure of the defrost 
load model is simply 

Edefrost = all  ' @baseline fEoccupant) 

Of course, there is no defrost load in manual defrost refrigerators. Since both the baseline and occupant 
load components were already temperature adjusted, the temperature adjustment factor is implicit in this 
model. The coefficient all of the defrost model is shown in Table 2.1. 

It was found that 14 of the 104 existing refrigerators metered in New York (13.5%) had malfunctions 
resulting in very high duty cycles. That is, they ran almost continuously and struggled or failed to 
maintain proper compartment temperatures. They also usually proved to have very high energy 
consumption, about 55% higher on average than a refrigerator with the same DOE-label rating that 
appeared to operate normally. The average ratio of total metered consumption to label rating (the label 
ratio) for the high duty cycle refrigerators was 1.57, compared to 1.02 for the correctly cycling 
refrigerators. The annual energy consumption of the high duty cycle refrigerators is estimated as the 
product of the average label ratio of the high duty cycle refrigerators and the average label of the existing 
refrigerators replaced by the project, Le~bg 
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Attempts to correlate the incidence of high duty cycle refrigerators with their age proved 
inconclusive. However, it also seems unreasonahle to assume that it is independent of the age of the 
refrigerators in a given population; that is, that 121.5% of every population of refrigerators are 
malfunctioning. For example, those that are new or only one or two years old undoubtedly have far lower 
rates of malfunction. Therefore, a steady, linear increase in the incidence of malfunctions as a function of 
age was assumed. That is, no malfunctions are assumed in new refrigerators (they are covered under 
warranty, if they occur) and 13.5% of refrigerators are assumed to malfunction in populations 10.1 years 
old (the average age of the sample metered in 1997). If the population is older than the sample metered 
by NYPA, the incidence of high duty cycle refrigerators is increased by the ratio of the age of the 
population of exiting refrigerators replaced by thc: project and the age of the sample metered by NYPA 

The overall average consumption for the existing units is then calculated including the incidence of 
high duty cycle fraction refrigerators in the population. It is the blended average of those existing units 
having high duty cycle behavior and those that dci not 

(2.10) 

2.4 Refrigerator Compartment Teinperatures 

Data from NYCHA apartments in 1996 and 1997 indicated that the annual average compartment 
temperatures are 38°F in the fresh-food and 5°F in the freezer compartments. These compartment 
temperatures are very close to the set-points used in testing and labeling refrigerators (10 CRF 430, 1995). 
Compartment temperatures were found to be somewhat model specific, and are affected by the relative 
use of the two compartments. Physical operation of typical refrigerators suggests that when one is 
somewhat higher, the other tends to be somewhat lower than these averages because the compartment 
temperatures are not independently controlled. The data collected in 1996 and 1997 in New York suggest 
that the occupants tend to adjust the controls over time to roughly achieve these temperatures. 

The relative surface areas in 12- to 15-ft3 refigerators are 70% and 30% for the fresh-food and 
freezer compartments, respectively. So, the annuid average compartment temperature was 28. 1°F. This 
is very close to the weighted-average of the interior temperature metered by NYPA for the existing 
automatic-defrost units (28.3"F), excluding high duty-cycle units. It is assumed that the controls in the 
refrigerators keep the interior temperatures relatively constant throughout the year. 

2.5 Annual Average Kitchen Temperatures 

To estimate the annual average kitchen temperature, a relationship between kitchen and outdoor 
temperatures for NYCHA apartments was established using the data collected from 1996 and 1997. This 
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was based on measurements of the kitchen temperature and the daily outdoor temperature records from 
the National Climate Data Center. This relationship is shown as the solid line in Figure 2.6. The kitchen 

I -  ! h I 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Average Outside Temperature, ( O F )  

Figure 2.6. Relationship Between Kitchen and Outdoor Temperature 
(diamonds are metered weekly averages and circles 
are radiometer snapshot measurements) 

temperature data used here included the snap-shot radiometer measurements made in 1996'"' and the 
detailed logger measurements made in 1997. Although there was much scatter in this data, there is a 
general trend toward increasing kitchen temperatures when the outdoor temperature increases above about 
55°F. 

The kitchen temperatures predicted by this relationship are specific to NYCHA apartments. That is, 
the relationship inherently includes the general size and shape, wall construction, and heating (and 
cooling, or lack thereof) systems incorporated in NYCHA apartment buildings. It probably also 
incorporates some aspects of the climate in New York City, such as the relative humidity and daily 
variations in outdoor temperature. So, this relationship should be used with caution outside NYCHA 
apartment buildings. 

(a) In measurements of room temperature, snapshot scanner data correlated well with the daily averages 
produced from the logger data (Miller and Pratt 1998). 
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This relationship between kitchen and outdoor temperature was used to obtain the long-term monthly 
average kitchen temperatures for NYCHA apartments. This was done by obtaining long-term average 
monthly outdoor temperature data from the National Weather Service (see the Outdoor trace in 
Figure 2.7), and using the relationship of kitchen and outdoor temperatures derived from the data to 
predict the long-term average monthly kitchen temperatures (see Indoor trace in Figure 2.7). These 
12 monthly kitchen temperatures are then averaged to produce an annual average kitchen temperature of 
79.3"F in NYCHA apartments. 
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Figure 2.7. Response of Indoor Conditions to Outdoor Conditions 

2.6 Refrigerator Label Ratings and Characteristics Data 

To use the component models of refrigerator loads described in the previous section, the label rating, 
defrost type, and age of each refrigerator demanufactured by Planergy must be found. The Association of 
Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) maintains an appliance database which lists refrigerators by 
brand and model, DOE-label rating,'"' rated volunie, year of production, and defrost type (AHAM 1995). 
A subset of this database for refrigerators with volumes ranging from lo-ft3 to 17-ft3 was loaded into a 

(a) For many years, manufacturers have been required to provide DOE the results of energy consumption 
tests conducted in an environmental chamber for use as consumer label ratings (10 CFR 430,1995). 
The label rating test consists of placing the refrigerator in a chamber maintained at an elevated 
temperature (90°F) to simulate door openings. After repeating the test at two control settings and 
measuring the resulting energy consumption and freezer temperatures, the results are interpolated to 
estimate annual consumption at a freezer temperature of 5°F. After testing several units off the 
production line, the average of their annualized consumption is issued as the label rating for a given 
refrigerator model. DOE sets standards for maximum label ratings as a function of refrigerator 
volume. 
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spreadsheet and a system was developed to automatically seek matching or nearly matching model 
numbers. This spreadsheet was used to look up DOE label ratings, defrost types, and year of production 
for the refrigerators replaced by the program. The age of the refrigerator is then computed as the current 
year (1997) less the year of manufacture. These variables are used as predictors in the models used to 
estimate the annual energy consumption of each model refrigerator. The characteristics of each existing 
refrigerator model recycled by Planergy at each housing development is provided in Appendix A. 

All model numbers do not appear in this database. Manufacturers use parts of model numbers to 
specify things like color, which side of the door is hinged, place of production, and other sub-model 
information. There also was a lapse in federally mandated reporting of label ratings in the late  OS, and 
labels were not required at all prior to 1975. Some manufacturers produce refrigerators that are 
essentially identical but are sold under a variety of brand names and have different model numbers. 
These may appear separately, or not at all, in the database. When an exact match to a given model 
number could not be found, near matches were examined to identify the closest probable match. For a 
few refrigerators (4%), no reasonable model number match could be found; these were simply left out of 
the weighted-average refrigerator savings estimate calculations. Both the exact model number recorded 
by Planergy and the identified match (labeled as “proxy”) are shown in Appendix A. 

Since we extrapolate the average refrigerator savings to the population of 20,000, this has the effect 
of treating all of them as if their consumption is that of the average refrigerator. In other words, we 
assume they are no better or no worse than the average refrigerator replaced. 

The characteristics of the population of existing refrigerators replaced by the project in 1997 are 
summarized in Table 2.2. Seventy-Four percent of the refrigerators had manual defrost, and these were 
more common in the elderly developments. Only 5% of the population were in developments classified 
as elderly. The average age of the refrigerators was 13.0 years, but the 26% that had automatic defrost 
were much newer (5.8 years). They were also significantly larger (13.6 ft3 compared to 12.4 ft3). The 
average label for the existing refrigerators was 862 kWh/yr, and the automatic defrost refrigerators were 
more efficient despite their larger size, as indicated by their average label rating of 728 kWh/yr. 

Table 2.2. Average Characteristics of the Population of Existing 
Refrigerators Replaced in 1997 by Type of Defrost 

Parameter I All I Manual I Automatic 11 
Label, k W y r  862 910 728 
Age 13.0 15.5 5.8 
Volume, ftj 12.7 12.4 13.6 
Count 14,080‘a’ 10,401 3,679 
Part of total 100% 74% 26% 
Elderly count 748 682 66 
Part of subtotal 5% 7% 2% 
(a) Model numbers were not found for about 4% of the 14,710 recycled refrigerators. 
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2.7 Occupant Data 

The component models of refrigerator loads described in Section 2.3 use a parameter describing 
whether the occupants of a housing development are predominantly elderly or not. A development is 
defined as elderly if the ratio of elders to the total occupants is greater than 0.25 and the total number of 
occupants per apartment is 2.0 or less. So, this determination must be made for each housing 
development whose refrigerators were replaced in 1997. 

Data on the number and ages of the occupan1.s in each development was provided by NYCHA. This 
included the number of apartments and the number of occupants for each of four age categories: children 
(0-9), teenagers (10-20), adults (21-61) and elders (62 and older). This data is summarized in 
Appendix B. Of the 28 developments involved in 1997, only LaGuardia, Haber, and Wise were identified 
as elderly. 

2.8 Estimating Energy Savings 

The energy saved by the project was estimated as the difference between the total consumption for 
the average existing refrigerator replaced, includj ng the high duty-cycle refrigerators, and the new 
refrigerator. In both cases, the models of the component refrigerator loads were used to estimate the total 
annual load. Equation (2-3) was used to estimate the baseline load for each model of refrigerator in each 
housing development, based on its label, age, and whether the development was classified as elderly or 
not. Equation (2-4) would normally be used to compute the adjustments for the average compartment and 
kitchen temperatures. No such adjustments are required for NYCHA apartments since the models use 
NYCHA temperatures as their standard conditions. So, the temperature adjustment factor was 1.0. 

Equation (2-6) was used to estimate the occupant load for each model of refrigerator in each housing 
development, based on its estimated baseline load, whether it had automatic or manual defrost, whether 
the development was classified as elderly or not, and the temperature adjustment. Then, if the refrigerator 
model had automatic defrost, the defrost load was estimated using Equation (2-7). The sum of these load 
components is the estimated total annual consum,ption for that refrigerator model, as in Equation (2-1). 

For the existing refrigerators, the incidence of high duty cycle malfunctions and their energy impact 
are then included for each model of refrigerator in each development using the average age of the existing 
refrigerators and Equations (2-8) through (2-10). These equations compute the consumption of the high 
duty cycle refrigerators, their incidence, and their overall effect on the consumption of the population of 
existing refrigerators, respectively. 

The results of these computations were then averaged across the population of refrigerators and 
housing developments. The population-weighted average annual consumption is then 
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(2.1 1) 

where the index j indicates each model of refrigerator in each housing development, npopu~on is the total 
number of refrigerators in the population of recycled refrigerators with known label ratings (14,080), and 
nj is the number of units of the j* refrigerator model in a housing development. 

The estimated per-unit savings was then calculated as the difference between the average estimated 
consumption for the existing units and the average estimated consumption for the new units 

- - 
Esavings = %tapexisting -Etotal-new (2.12) 

where the prime in E*tota~-efist;ls denotes that the total consumption of the existing refrigerators includes 
the high duty cycle units. 

The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 2.3. This table shows subtotals for the high 
duty cycle, and normally functioning existing refrigerators, as well as the population-weighted blend of 
the two. The new refrigerators, and the difference between the existing and new refrigerators are also 
shown. For each of these groups of refrigerators, their proportion of the population of refrigerators 
replaced (20,000) is shown, along with their average label rating, the three load components, the total 
load, and the label ratio. The difference between the total load of the blend of existing refrigerators and 
the new refrigerators is the per-unit energy savings estimate for 1997: 543 kWh/yr. 

Table 2.3. Energy Savings Estimate for the Population 

NA 203 NA 136 NA Occupant, kWh/yr 
Defrost, k W y r  NA 15 NA 28 NA 

Label ratio 1.57 1.02 1.12 0.96 0.16 

' 

Total, k W y r  1351 882 963 420 543 

2.9 Effect of Larger Volume of the New Refrigerators on Savings 

The new refrigerators are significantly larger than the average replaced unit (15.0 ft3 compared to 
12.7 ft3). This provides considerable added amenity for the residents. Because refrigerator heat loss and 
hence energy consumption are directly proportional to surface area, savings would be even higher if the 
new refrigerators were the same size as the existing units. A simple estimate of the extra energy savings 
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that would have occurred had the existing refrigerators been as large as the new refrigerators (based on 
the ratio of the volumes) is 174 kWh/yr per refrig;erator. 

volume effect = 963 .- - 963 = 174 kWh 1 yr [ :”,: :: 1 
2.10 Time of Peak Demand 

(2.13) 

NYPA provided 15-minute total building electric demand records for 10 NYCHA developments in July 
and January. These were the metered power consumption levels at 15-minute intervals. NYPA bills 
NYCHA for the peak demand of NYCHA developments, not at the time coincident with NYPA’s peak load. 
Other utilities may differ in this regard. The average load shapes for the NYCHA developments for these two 
times of year showed that the peak load in January occurred at 7 pm, while the peak load in July occurred at 
9 pm. So, the average power consumption of the rr:frigerators at these times of day will be used to estimate 
the peak demand impacts in winter and summer for the new refrigerators. 

2.11 Estimate Peak Demand Savings 

The refrigerators metered by NYPA in 1997 were monitored for a period of one week each between 
January and September. The ratio of the average consumption at any time of day and the average power 
consumption for the year (R) was determined from the metered data for each of 94 metered refrigerators. 
These refrigerator load shapes were then grouped into two seasons, winter and summer (summer dates 
ranged from 5/15 to 9/22), and averaged to represent the seasonal refrigerator load shape by time of day. 
The result is shown in Figure 2.8. When these two seasonal results are averaged together, R was 
estimated to be 1.095. 

The peak demand for refrigerators in NYCHA apartments can then be estimated based on their annual 
energy consumption (eo& divided by the number of hours in a year 

(2.14) 

The resulting peak demand loads and savings for 1997 are shown in Table 2.4. The peak demand savings 
were estimated to be 0.068 kW (68 Watts) per unit. 

Table 2.4. Energy and Demand Consumption and Savings 

Refrigerator Group 
Existing, consumption 
New, consumption 
Savings 
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Summer = 40 Winter = 54 Mode = s Time of day 

Figure 2.8. Seasonal Variations in Coincident Peak Demand 

2.12 Persistence of Savings 

The persistence of savings for the program should be accounted for in overall savings estimates. 
However, at this point there is no way to know how persistent they will be. Other studies have noted 
degradation of refrigerator performance over time. It seems reasonable to assume that the absolute rate of 
degradation is the same for the existing and replacement refrigerators. Then the difference between the 
consumption of the new refrigerators and the replaced refrigerators will remain constant over time, as 
shown in Figure 2.9. 

This assumption of constant absolute rates of degradation corresponds to degradation modes not 
affected by the relative efficiency of the refrigerators, such as door seal leakage in refrigerators with 
similar compressor efficiency. Loss of insulation quality, compressor efficiency, or heat exchange 
effectiveness may be better reflected in similar relative degradation rates, that is, by a similar percentage 
degradation per year for both classes of refrigerator. Because the replacement refrigerators are efficient, 
their absolute degradation rate would be smaller in this case, and the slope of the degradation line for the 
replacement refrigerators would be lower than for the existing refrigerators. 
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Figure 2.9. Effect of Refrigerator Performance Over Time on Savings 
(assuming equal absolute degradation rates) 

2.13 HeatingKooling Interactions 

Because the replacement refrigerators use less energy, they will give off less h at during op ration 
than the existing refrigerators. The impact of this reduction in operational heat would be increased winter 
heating loads and decreased summer cooling loads in the apartments. However, because public housing 
apartment temperatures are not controlled by individual thermostats, but rather are set for the building as 
a whole, it is unlikely that heating fuel consumption will be changed from current levels as a result of this 
program. Even if it did change, the boiler fuel is cheaper than the electricity saved. Since almost all 
NYCHA apartments are not air conditioned, there are few cooling interactions. Therefore any impacts 
are likely to be small, and we did not attempt an analysis of heating and cooling interactions resulting 
from the reduced level of heat given off by operation of the replacement refrigerators. 
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3.0 Conclusions 

Key results of the savings analysis are summarized below. 

The new Maytag refrigerators generated savings of 543 kWh per year and reducedpower 
requirements at peak demand by 0.068 kW. 

NYPA records show 20,000 Maytag refrigerators were delivered to NYCHA housing developments 
in 1997. Planergy shows 14,710 old refrigerators were recycled. 

The new refrigerators are significantly larger than the average replaced units (15.0 f? compared to 
12.7 f?). This provides considerable added amenity for the residents. It should be noted that savings 
would be even higher if the new refrigerators were the same size as the existing units. Energy 
consumption is not strictly linearly proportional to refrigerator size, but a simple estimate of the effect 
can be based on the ratio of their volumes. If the existing refigerators had been as large as the new 
refrigerators there would have been an additional energy savings of 174 kWh/yr per refrigerator. 

The apartments are very warm on average, even in winter. This is because the apartments do not 
have individual heating thermostats, and the superintendents are required to meet temperature 
requirements in the coldest apartments. The average indoor air temperature was about 77°F during 
winter months; summer temperatures rose to an average of 85.5"F in July. The savings estimates 
were based on an average annual indoor temperature of 79.3 OF. 

Because heating is not individually controlled in each apartment (and supplied by relatively 
inexpensive fuel), and because air condilioning is not provided, heating and cooling interactions 
were not factored into savings estimates. 
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Appendix A 

Characteristics of Each Refrigerator Model 

A summary of refrigerators replaced in 1997 is shown in Table A. 1. 

The count of each distinct refrigerator model removed in the 1997 project year is shown in Table A.2. 
The table is sorted by development, manufacturer, and model number. Models with a count of 2 or less 
were not identified in the label look-up process this year; some identified in last year’s are shown in this 
table. 

Table A.3 contains the same type of data, sorted by counts. It shows all models with a count of 12 or 
more (1 1183 out of 14710). The records show that a Whirlpool EET121DT to have the highest count in 
the 1997 population. 

Note that both of these tables have data in two groups of columns. That is, the characteristics of two 
refrigerators are shown in each row. The rows are numbered for convenience. 

Approximately 4% of the refrigerators recycled were not identified in the database. Of the 14,710 
refrigerators removed, 14,080 (96%) were identified with labels. In Table A.2 the numbers in the 
“Model” column are the actual model numbers that Planergy identified on each refrigerator removed. If 
this exact model number did not appear in our database we chose the closest model from our database and 
used that model’s consumption label rating, as well as its volume, age, and defrost characteristics. These 
models are listed in the “proxy” columns in Tables A.2 and A.3. If no match could be found N/A is listed 
in the proxy column. If only 1 or 2 refrigerators had this model number, we did not look them up for a 
match. These are listed as “to be done” in the proxy column. In Tables A.2 and A.3 age is expressed in 
years relative to 1997. For example, a refrigerator built in 1996 is 1 year old. 

Please note the following abbreviations were used for the column headings in Tables A.2 and A.3: 

cnt = refrigerator count 
Label = DOE label rating in kWh/yr 
V O ~  = refrigerator volumn in ft3 
Def = defrost. In this column, A = automatic defrost and P or M = manual defrost. 
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Table A.l .  Total Counts 
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Table A.2. Count of Refrigerators Removed, by Development, Manufacturer, and Model (contd) 
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Table A.2. Count of Refrigerators Removed, by Development, Manufacturer, and Model (contd) 



Table A.3. Count of Refrigerators Removed, Sorted by Counts 
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Appendix B 

Occupant Density in NYCHA Developments 

The New York City Housing Authority provided occupant counts data for each development in the 
1997 project year in each of four age categories: children (0-9), teenagers (10-20), adults (21-61) and 
elders (62 and older). This data is summarized in Table G. 1. The column identified as “Elderly” has a 
value of 1 for those developments that are occupied mainly by elderly people (0 indicates not elderly). To 
be assigned the elderly classification, the development must have an elderly/total fraction greater than 
0.25 and a totdresidence ratio of less than 2.0. 

In a letter from NYCHA to PNNL the official count of people in all the NYCHA developments was 
identified as 431,500 people living in 173,660 units (2.5 per unit). However this count is know to be 
conservative because it is estimated that roughly 105,000 additional un-official residents are in these 
apartments. Therefore the best estimate of the true occupant density in NYCHA developments is 3.1 
[(431,500 + 105,000)/173,660] persons per dwelling unit. 
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Table B.l. NYCHA Occupant Data for Each Development in the 1997 Project Year 
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